abstract: 29 physicians (a1-group) and 24 physicians (a2-group) attending the 1st and 2nd "asian intensive Reader of Pneumoconiosis" (aiR Pneumo) training course, respectively, and 22 physicians (b-group) attending the brazilian training course took the examination of reading the 60-film set. The objective of the study was firstly to investigate the factor structure of physicians' proficiency of reading pneumoconiosis chest X-ray, and secondly to examine differences in factor scores between groups. Reading results in terms of the 8-index of all examinees (Examinee group) were subjected to the exploratory factor analysis. a 4-factor was analyzed to structure the 8-index: the specificity for pneumoconiosis, specificity for large opacities, specificity for pleural plaque and shape differentiation for small opacities loaded on the Factor 1; the sensitivity for pneumoconiosis and sensitivity for large opacities loaded on the Factor 2; the sensitivity for pleural plaque loaded on the Factor 3; the profusion increment consistency loaded on the Factor 4. 4-Factor scores were compared between each other of the three groups. The Factor 2 scores in a1 and a2 groups were significantly higher than in b-group. Four factors could reflect four aspects of reading proficiency of pneumoconiosis X-ray, and it was suggested that 4-factor scores could also assess the attained skills appropriately.
In the current authors' preceding paper 1) , we have suggested that 8 indices reflect reading proficiency for pneumoconiosis in individuals and groups and be used appropriately for assessing examination results from reading 60-film sets: sensitivity for pneumoconiosis, specificity for pneumoconiosis, sensitivity for large opacities, specificity for large opacities, sensitivity for pleural plaque, specificity for pleural plaque, profusion increment consistency for small opacities, and shape differentiation for small opacities. The exam films, the correct answers, the criteria for 8 indices in 60 exam films, and the assessment algorithm were described in the Appendix in the literature 1) .
There were 29 physicians (A1-Group) and 24 physicians (A2-Group) attending the 1st and 2nd "Asian Intensive Reader of Pneumoconiosis" (AIR Pneumo), respectively, and 22 physicians attending the Brazilian Training Course (B-Group) took examination of reading 60-film set described extensively in the authors' paper 1) .
The Examinee Group included A1-Group, A2-Group and B-Group. The summary of the reading results in terms of the 8 indices for all groups was shown in Table 2 in our preceding paper 1) .
Factor analysis is a statistical approach that can be used to analyze inter-relationships among a large number of variables and to explain these variables in terms of their common underlying dimensions (factors) 2) . The statistical approach involves a way of condensing the information contained in a number of original variables into a smaller set of dimensions (factors) with a minimum loss of information. In recently years, factor analysis gradually has become the most frequently used statistical method in the field of education and social psychological study 3, 4) . There has been only one paper published on pneumoconiosis concerning the research by factor analysis of the clinical data of asbestos exposed workers 5) and several papers on the study by factor analysis of respiratory diseases 6, 7) .
The current study aimed at investigating the factor structure of the 8 indices of physicians reading pneumoconiosis chest X-ray, exploring the underlying factors in the physicians' proficiency of the reading chest x-ray of pneumoconiosis, and studying the appropriateness to test the proficiency of examinees in the three training courses by calculating the factor scores.
The multivariate exploratory factor analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0 for the reading results of Examinee Group (SPSS Inc., USA). An initial principal component analysis was conducted to determine the final number of factors. An orthogonal rotation (Varimax rotation) was executed to yield the simple factor structure, facilitating the interpretation of the factors 8) .
The correlation matrix among the 8 indices of all examinees is shown as Table 1 .
For the number of factors extraction, the most frequently used criterion for retaining factors is the Kaiser's criterion (Eigenvalue >1) 9) . However, if we took this criteria, the communalities were less than 0.7 after extraction with eigenvalues more than 1, therefore, selecting factors with an eigenvalue >1 was not an accurate criterion according to the literature 10, 11) , in our study, too. On the other hand, Jolliffe argued that since Kaiser's criterion might be too strict, it discards too much information. And Jolliffe suggested a cut-off of eigenvalue 0.7 for retaining factors, instead of 1 12, 13) . Based on the Jolliffe's criterion (Eigenvalue >0.7), a 4-factor structure matrix was accurately generated with a variance of more than 80%, as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 indicates that the cumulative variance from the first to the fourth factor explained 80.0% of total variance. By examining the loading coefficients of the variables on each factor, the variables that had high loadings on the same factors were grouped. The larger the factor loading, the stronger the association is between that variable and that factor. The specificity for pneumoconiosis, specificity for large opacities, specificity for pleural plaque and shape differentiation consistency for small opacities were found to be loaded significantly on the Factor 1. The sensitivity for pneumoconiosis, sensitivity for large opacities loaded largely on the Factor 2. The sensitivity for pleural plaque loaded largely on the Factor 3. The profusion increment consistency loaded predominantly on the Factor 4. A factor score is a composite score based on each variable's contribution to the factor. Each factor score of individual examinee was calculated by the regression method. The equation for calculating factor score is shown as follows 14) :
F j represents the factor score of the jth factor. β ji represents the factor score coefficient for the ith variable.
Z i is the value of the ith standardized variable. Z i = (X ix i )/S i , X i is the observed value of ith variable, S i is the standardized deviation of variable X i , x i is the mean of ith variable over all observations. m is the number of the factors, m is less than or equal to the number of variables.
Factor scores were compared by the Bonfferoni multiple comparisons method in One way ANOVA test between each other of the three groups by SPSS 16.0. Table 3 shows that there was a significant difference in the Factor 2 scores between the A1-Group and B-Group, A2-Group and B-Group (p<0.05). There was no significant difference for the other factor scores between each other of the three groups.
Factor analysis is an analytic technique that permits the reduction of a large number of interrelated variables to a smaller number of latent or hidden dimensions. The variables that are highly correlated are likely influenced by the same factors, while those that are relatively uncorrelated are likely influenced by different factors 11) . Each factor is interpreted as a latent characteristic of the individuals revealed by the original variables 15) , the original variables are expressed as linear combinations of the factors 16) .
We reduced the 8 indices into 4 factors by factor analysis. Accordingly, we can make an interpretation of 4 factors as reflecting 4 different aspects of the reading skill on pneumoconiosis chest films: Factor 1 reflects the proficiency for recording negative parenchymal and negative pleural findings; Factor 2 reflects the proficiency for recording positive parenchymal findings including small and large opacities; Factor 3 reflects the proficiency recording positive pleural findings; Factor 4 reflects the proficiency as to profusion increment consistency alone.
The presence or absence of pneumoconiosis is determined by the cut-off point of profusion 1/0 17) . If more films with profusion equal to or more than 2/1 than 1/1 or 1/2 are included in the exam films, the sensitivity for pneumoconiosis by examinee is easily increased, which mimics great proficiency. Thus high sensitivity or high specificity for pneumoconiosis alone fails to associate with high profusion increment consistency. The factor analysis actually showed that the profusion increment consistency was an independent factor. If examinees originally have high profusion increment consistency, they can necessarily and comprehensively achieve both high sensitivity and specificity for pneumoconiosis. In order to obtain good profusion increment consistency, it requires the examinee to make accurate comparison of all profusions on a 12-point scale with those on the standard films. Pleural plaque cannot necessarily be seen even in asbestosis patient, while some patients present with the pleural plaque without the parenchymal abnormalities. In our current factor analysis, there was no close relationship between the sensitivity for parenchymal abnormalities and the sensitivity for pleural plaque. It is reasonable that sensitivity for pleural plaque was seen as an independent factor. After summarizing the 8 indices, the calculation of factor scores for each factor for individual can be helpful to simplify assessment for the proficiency of examinee 18) .
The factor score of >0 of individual examinee imply that the proficiency in this aspect was better than the average proficiency of the Examinee Group, and the factor score of <0 imply that the proficiency of examinee was worse than the average proficiency of the Examinee Group. Use of factor score could identify whether the individual proficiency was worse or better than the average proficiency of Examinee Group at each aspect. And it could be helpful in deriving a comprehensive evaluation of the achievement of examinees and making comparison of the proficiency between each other of the three groups.
Factor analysis showed that the Factor 2 scores in the A1-Group and A2-Group were significantly higher than those in the B-Group, which were consistent with the results as shown in Table 2 in our previous literature that the sensitivity for pneumoconiosis of A2-Group, and the sensitivity for large opacities of both A1-Group and A2-Group were higher than those in the B-Group 1) . This indicated that A1-Group and A2-Group tended to identify much more parenchymal abnormalities than the B-Group. One limitation of this study was that, as to the shape index, there were 20 films with purely rounded small opacity (R/R) subjected, while there were only 4 films with purely irregular small opacity (IR/IR) subjected. Since more films in the exam were in association with rounded opacities than with irregular opacities, recording for absence of small opacities (specificity for pneumoconiosis) and identifying of rounded opacities against irregular opacities might have become effective in the same factor, i.e., factor 1. Therefore including more films with irregular small opacity for the shape index may be appropriate in the future AIR Pneumo Program.
In conclusion, four factors could reflect four aspects of reading proficiency of pneumoconiosis X-ray, and factor scores as well as the 8-index could show differences in attained skills. The 60-film set providing 8-index and 4-factor was suggested to assess reading proficiency of physicians appropriately.
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